
TOUGH TIME DON T LAST TOUGH PEOPLE DO

Tough Times Never Last, but Tough People Do! book. don't read it at your perril it just affirms that life is about the
journey and the struggle and character.

Please note that perseverance does not mean you always win. By durable I mean that tough people can
persevere, that you can persevere, through anything that you might have to face. There is a slight difference
between possibility thinking and positive thinking. Did you notice a pattern in the instances where you
persevered? What does that mean? Persevere, they won't last forever. Perseverance is the ability to stick with
it despite the desire to let go. I liked it. If not, why not? Where can I apply this in my life? If you are reluctant,
how do you feel? How was your attitude those times, both at the start and at the end? I never gave up. Every
human Being have problems 2. Which is the attitude of perseverance? Victorious or Defeated? The other
reason is I like to test my limits. Why is perseverance important? Last formality was a shocking news that we
should have no arrears upto my 6th semester. What is your energy like? By philosiblog on 23 November in
attitude , belief , faith , optimism , perseverance , thinking Tough times never last, but tough people do. Grab
some paper and write down several of the difficulties have you faced in the past. But I persevered. You can
choose what your problem will do to you 6. The six principles in that chapter really helped me a lot. It implies
that the people who can weather the tough times are sufficiently tough to handle just about anything. So, they
have advice me to get my result cleared and then notify them. The six principles are 1. Robert Schuller Tough
times? Perseverance in the face of difficulties is a defining trait of humanity. The question of how to
persevere, in my mind, boils down to the question of how to keep a positive attitude. I face difficulties gladly
for two reasons. Then write down next to each if you gladly faced these difficulties. Every basic procedures
was over including signing my salary sheet. For me, my attitude depends on what I focus on. Every problem
holds positive possibilities. I'm not afraid of it, if it's positive will go with CSC else would switch over to
another company.


